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Retro halter top (flamingo print),  

‘Board Shorts (Stretch Flamingo print) 



  

High Tide 1-piece (flamingo print) 



 

About Paradise Ranch 

 

A beach-to-street resort lifestyle brand that includes swimsuits and cover-ups that seamlessly move from 

poolside to the bar, and anywhere else around town.    

The Paradise Ranch resort collection was created in 2016 for women of all ages seeking stylish, fashion-

forward swimsuit options with more coverage, and versatile, water-friendly pieces that can be combined 

to suit the occasion.  The luxurious mix-and-match pieces are perfect travelling companions for the 

modern woman: swimsuits with matching zip-up skirt cover-ups and mesh pants.   

Created by Kristyn Goddard, founder of Paradise Ranch (a deluxe canine resort and water park located 

minutes away from Malibu), the brand was launched in 2016, complete with a few dog swimsuit styles.   

Manufactured in Los Angeles, the collection incorporates lavish fabrications, supple mesh inserts, bold 

graphics, and flattering body-conscious silhouettes for all body types, available in XS-XL.  

 

For product and wholesale ordering info:  

sales@emblemshowroom.com  

310.420.0125 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Price List  

 
Retro Halter top   $39 solid, $43 print 

Retro Triangle top   $39 solid, $43 print 

High-Waist Bottom   $35 solid, $39 print 

Boy short bottom   $35 solid, $39 print 

Plain Jane Bandeau top $49 solid, $55 print 

Tarzan Loves Jane mesh overlay bandeau top   $54 solid, $62 print  

Tarzan loves Jane mesh drape bottom $39 solid, $45 print  

Sheer Bliss bandeau top  $58 solid, $64 print 

Sheer Bliss high-waist bottom $39 solid, $43 bottom 

Double trouble top $39 solid, $43 bottom 

Double Trouble bikini bottom (2-piece) $52 solid, $54 bottom 

Racer-Back 1-piece $61 solid, $71 print 

Got your Back 1 piece  $39 solid, $67 print 

Sleeveless Got your Back 1-piece  $54 solid, $68 print 

High Tide 1-piece  $61 solid, $71 print 

Roaring 20’s 1-piece  $52 solid, $66 pint 

Sand Duster Cover-up long jacket  $49 solid, $58 print 

Meshy Bomber Jacket  $42 solid, $66 print 

Cruise Jacket mesh cover-up  $39 solid, $42 print 

 

Cruise Pant $48 solid, $56 print 

Go Fish 1 piece  $69 (solid colors only) 

Go Fish cover-up long jacket $50 (solid colors only) 

Go Fish 80’s shorts $38 (solid colors) 

Side slit skirt $38 fishnet and mesh solid colors, $48 printed mesh 

Board Shorts  (spandex)  $60 solid, $74 print 

Skort Bottom   $33 solid, $39 print 

Cruise Skirt  $38 solid, $46 print 

Peek-a-Boo Romper  $68 solid, $76 print 

V-neck long rash guard  $45 solid $58 print 

Rash Guard crop top  $42 solid, $58 print 

Puff-Shoulder Mesh Rash Guard  $33 solid, $44 print 

Retro Boy Short Side drape  $37 solid, $42 print 

Retro tie-front cover-up $40 solid, $48 print 

 

 


